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Abstract
In an exposure phase, two groups of listeners were exposed

to a set of 10 voices. These groups differed in terms of the
task assigned during exposure: one group was asked to make
a decision about the regional affiliation of the voices (Indexical
Condition), while the other group orthographically transcribed
the words presented (Lexical Condition). Both groups were
given an identical test phase where they were presented with 20
voices (10 old, 10 new) and asked to make old/new decisions on
the voices. While both groups of listeners performed at above
chance accuracy levels in recognizing voices at test as old/new,
listeners in the Indexical Condition performed more accurately.
These results suggest that the nature of attention during expo-
sure has consequences for subsequent performance, suggesting
encoding differences as a result of task demands.

Index Terms: Speech Perception, Voice Recognition, Atten-
tion, Encoding Strategies

1. Introduction
Convergent evidence suggests that the processing of spoken lan-
guage involves both detailed and abstracted phonetic memories
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 13, 14]. Indexical informa-
tion about the talker is often what is claimed to substantiate the
detailed phonetic memories. Indexical information appears to
serve at least two clear functions in spoken language processing.
Listeners need indexical information to calibrate the thresh-
olds for phoneme-level decisions through some kind of normal-
ization process, essentially contextualizing phoneme-boundary
thresholds based on talker size, which is related to gender and
age (e.g., [15, 16]). Listeners also need indexical information
for its social relevance in speech processing, contextualizing
phoneme boundary thresholds based on purely social dimen-
sions like dialect (e.g., [17]. A substantive body of the literature
supporting the existence of detailed phonetic representations
comes from listeners’ use of indexical and social knowledge
in speech processing tasks [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. In order to ac-
count for these effects, researchers have proposed variations on
instance-based or exemplar models [23, 24, 25, 1, 26, 27]. This
broad class of models all have in common a mechanism where
the processing system has the potential to store a great deal of
phonetic information that is tagged or associated with various
linguistic and para-linguistic information (e.g. age, class, gen-
der, etc.) The cognitive system then makes higher order gen-
eralizations based on this vast store of knowledge. Crucially,
such models are not only able to handle linguistic information,
but also the associated indexical information.

Exemplar-based models provide a mechanism for attention
to and retention of phonetic detail, and while models appeal
to “rich phonetic detail”, no reasonable model posits a veridi-
cal memorization of all incoming acoustic-phonetic informa-
tion. What then determines the amount of encoded phonetic

detail? Currently, the mechanisms that modulate the amount of
encoded detail are unclear, though some have argued that talker-
specificity effects arise in speech when retrieval processing is
slowed by task difficulty [28]. More recently, Theodore and
colleagues re-examined this claim using a paradigm that asks
listeners to determine whether a word presented in the test phase
had been previously presented in the exposure phase. Theodore
and colleagues offer the hypothesis that talker-specificity effects
in word recognition memory could stem from differences in the
process of encoding items, rather than retrieving items [29].
Using two voices, they demonstrated specificity effects when
listeners encoded single words while categorizing talker gen-
der, but not when told to “listen carefully to each word” [29].
The results of [29] indicate that attending to indexical infor-
mation by virtue of categorizing talker gender, listeners encode
word-level information in a talker-specific fashion than when
passively listening. When asked to categorize the syntactic cat-
egory of the word, listeners show higher levels of recognition
memory for words than in a talker-focused condition. As what
differed across these experiments was not the test phase, but
what listeners were tasked with in the exposure phase, these re-
sults suggests that the nature of the listening affects the sub-
stance of phonetic memories. Thus, differences in encoding
strategy may contribute to how the items are stored and what
kind of phonetic information is subsequently available when lis-
teners are accessing word-level memories.

The work by Theodore and colleagues’ focuses on word
recognition, while we shift our focus to voice recognition. How
do different attentional demands at exposure affect subsequent
voice recognition decisions? The focus on voice recognition
will eventually allow us to test the directionality of indexical
and linguistic decision processes. As shown in [29], attention
in exposure must be directed towards indexical information for
talker-specific effects to emerge in subsequent word recogni-
tion. Does attention to word information attenuate sensitivity to
talker-specific indexical information in subsequent voice recog-
nition?

Crucially, just as words are not all equal in speech pro-
cessing (see review in [30]), not all voices are equally mem-
orable and a wide-range of talker- and listener-based factors af-
fect voice recognition performance. For example, listeners are
more accurate at identifying and recognizing voices of native
or familiar languages (e.g., [31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. Within an ac-
cent or dialect, distinctiveness is predictive of voice recognition,
such that more distinctive voices are recalled with higher accu-
racy [36, 37, 38, 39, 40].

We provide an initial inquiry into the role of encoding strat-
egy on voice recognition by presenting listeners with exposure
tasks that elicited different encoding strategies in a between-
subjects design: in an Indexical Condition that focuses attention
in exposure on detecting regional accents and in Lexical Condi-
tion that focuses attention on linguistic content. For the former,
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we asked listeners to rate the regional affiliation of the voices
– specifically whether each voice is from California or not. In
this way the listeners, all natives of California, would be mak-
ing an in-group / out-group judgment based, presumably, on a
suite of acoustic-phonetic on the features of the voice includ-
ing, for example, vowel quality and voice quality. In the latter
condition listeners performed a lexical identification task. The
Lexical Condition promotes an attentional approach that down-
grades the importance of talker-specific information in favor of
generalized linguistic information related to lexical contrasts.

2. Methods
The design is a voice recall task where listeners are first pre-
sented with a subset of the voices in an exposure phase and
later presented with the full set of voices in the test phase. The
exposure phase varies by condition: an Indexical Condition is
designed to direct attention to talker-specific indexical features
and the Lexical Condition focuses attention on words. We ana-
lyze these data as a between-subjects design.

2.1. Participants

Subject (n = 54; 36 female, 18 male) were divided between the
two conditions (23 Lexical, 31 Indexical). All reported domi-
nance in English and have lived in California and spoken En-
glish since the age of five. The participants were recruited from
the undergraduate population at the University of California,
Santa Cruz and were compensated with partial course credit.

2.2. Stimuli

The stimuli are a subset of those used in [41]. Briefly, the full
set consists of 60 male and female voices each producing the
following monosyllabic words: boot, cot, deed, hoop, key, peel,
pod, sock, teal, toot, tot, and zoo. These voices have been rated
for several measures, notably gender stereotypicality [41]. This
was a subjective measure where listeners used a Likert scale
to evaluate how stereotypical each voice was. Given the role
of distinctiveness and typicality in voice memory, the measure
of stereotypicality is used to narrow the voice set and divide
them for counterbalancing purposes as follows. Because voice
distinctiveness has been shown to factor in voice recall tasks
[37, 40], we separately ranked the male and female voices by
stereotypicality using the data provided by [41]. The 10 most
and 10 least stereotypical male and female voices were removed
leaving 10 male and 10 female voices. For counterbalancing
purposes, each of these sets was split in half such that the odd
numbered ranked voices were assigned to one set and the even
numbered ones in the other. The word list was similarly divided
into two. All combinations of voice list and word list were used
and counterbalanced across listener.

2.3. Procedure Overview

All experiments consisted of an exposure task where 10 voices
were presented in randomized order, followed immediately by
a voice recall (new/old voice decision) task with all 20 voices,
also randomized. Subjects were given instructions for complet-
ing the exposure task and only told that there would be a second
task and instructions would be given after the first task. Partici-
pants were seated at a computer workstation having both a key-
board and 5-button response box located in a sound-attenuated
booth. Up to three participants were run at one time. The entire
procedure lasted no more than 30 minutes.

2.3.1. Exposure Tasks

In the Indexical task, listeners were told they would hear 10
voices and that they were to rate each voice on a scale from 1-9
based on how likely it was that the talker was from California,
where 1 = “very unlikely to be from California” and 9 = “def-
initely from California”. They were further instructed to use
the whole scale. The voices were presented in randomized or-
der and six productions from each voice were used, randomized
within voice. Listeners were prompted to rate each voice after
all six words were presented. Words were presented with 500
ms of silence between each production and subjects were not
time limited in making their rating.

In the Lexical Condition, listeners were presented with the
identical set of voices and words as the Indexical Condition, but
listeners were instructed to listen to each word produced by the
talker, typing each word as it was presented. The words were
blocked by talker and randomized therein. The talker list was
fully randomized as well.

2.3.2. Testing

The task at test was the same for listeners assigned to the In-
dexical and Lexical Conditions. At test, all 20 voices were pre-
sented in a randomized order and for each voice the same six
words (physically identical to those in the exposure phase) were
presented in randomized order. The repetition of items across
exposure and test was to prevent floor effects in this challeng-
ing task. After all six words were presented, the subject was
prompted to respond using the response box as to whether the
voice was one they had heard previously during the exposure
task (Old) or one they had not heard before (New). There was
no time limit for this decision and subjects could not advance
until they responded.

3. Results

While performance at test is of primary interest in this exper-
iment, we first describe participant behaviour in the exposure
phases.

3.1. Exposure Performance

3.1.1. California Rating

The number of voices from California in the talker set is not rel-
evant to this assessment. Here, we seek to confirm that listen-
ers, who were all Californian, behaved in an acceptably uniform
fashion based on inter-rater reliability.

Listeners assigned to the Indexical Condition were asked
to rate the perceived Californianness of each voice (where 1 =
“very unlikely to be from California” and 9 = “definitely from
California”.) Due to a coding error, listeners could respond with
integers above 9; all such responses were removed from the data
(< 3% of the total.) The mean rating for all talkers was 5.28
(sd = 2.33). Mean ratings for talkers spanned from a maximum
of 7.73 (sd = 1.85) to a minimum of 3.22 (sd = 2.15). As a mea-
sure of inter-rater reliability, Cronbach’s alpha was calculated
for each of the two counter-balanced talker exposure groups,
the “odd” and “even” lists as described in the Stimuli section.
They showed a moderate [odd list; α = 0.72] and high [even
list; α = 0.81] degree of inter-rater reliability.
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3.1.2. Transcription Accuracy

Listeners assigned to the Lexical Condition were asked to
orthographically transcribe the items in the exposure condi-
tion. Transcriptions were scored as correct only when they ex-
actly matched the exposure item with the following exceptions:
‘taught’ and ‘taut’ were scored as accurate for tot, ‘caught’ for
cot, and ‘peal’ for peel.

Overall, subjects performed well; the mean proportion cor-
rect was 0.88 (s.d. = 0.28). Proportions correct were similar
across items with the lowest mean values for cot and deed, at
0.85. By-talker values were similar with all above 0.82. No
subject had an overall proportion correct below 0.88. The over-
all high accuracy suggest that the subjects attended closely to
the exposure task and that no talkers or items were especially
difficult to perceive.

The fact that listeners were not at ceiling in performance
on this task may be influenced by the conservative scoring of
spelling errors as incorrect.

3.2. Test Phase: Voice Recognition

Figure 1 shows the proportion correct results for both condi-
tions. The overall proportion correct was above chance for
both groups, with mean by-listener performance being quan-
titatively higher in the Indexical Condition [Lexical Condition
M = 0.61, t(20) = 4.33, p < 0.001; Indexical Condition:
M = 0.71, t(32) = 12.1, p < 0.001] . We do not analyze
response times in the test phase, as the collected response times
were unreliable due to high variance resulting from the experi-
ment design: listeners heard a string of six items and could log
their response at any point and were not under any time pres-
sure. The mean response time was 1.4 seconds (s.d. = 1.76 s).
Response times are not discussed further.

3.2.1. Proportion Correct

To model listeners’ decisions regarding the voices, a mixed ef-
fects logistic regression model was used to analyze the proba-
bility that listeners could correctly identify the voices as Old or
New. Exposure Condition (Indexical, Lexical) and Voice Status
(New, Old) were both contrast coded and entered as a fixed ef-
fects with random slopes for the fixed effects and Subject, and
random intercepts for Subject. The intercept was significant
[B = 0.70, SE = 0.07, z = 10.09, p < 0.001]. There was
an effect of Exposure Condition [B = 0.48, SE = 0.14, z =
3.43, p < 0.001], thus confirming the difference presented in
Figure 1. Neither Voice Status nor its interaction with Exposure
Condition were significant.

3.2.2. Sensitivity and Bias

Because the model above does not fully account for listeners’
response biases, two more models were constructed using the
signal detection theoretic measures d’ and bias (criterion). For
these analyses correct identification of a voice as Old was coded
as a Hit and incorrect identification of a New voice as Old was
coded as a False Alarm. This coding results in bias results
where a negative value indicates a bias to respond Old and a
positive value indicates a bias to label a voice as New. These
analyses necessitated aggregated data by listener, which were fit
to a simple linear regression model with Exposure Condition as
the predictor variable. For the sensitivity (d’) analysis both the
intercept [B = 0.60, SE = 0.13, t = 4.62, p < 0.001] and
Exposure Condition (Indexical) [B = 0.56, SE = 0.17, t =
3.34, p < 0.01] were significant. The d’ results are shown in
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Figure 1: Proportion correct identification of Old and New
voices at test for the Lexical and Indexical Conditions.

the left panel of Figure 2.

A model similar to that for the d’ values was fit for the
bias values. Both the model intercept [B = −0.17, SE =
0.07, t = −2.61, p < 0.05] and Exposure Condition (Indexi-
cal) [B = 0.24, SE = 0.09, t = 2.84, p < 0.01] were signif-
icant. The effect of Exposure Condition for bias is presented in
the right panel of Figure 2. Two t-tests were run to determine
whether the bias distributions differed significantly from zero,
which indicates an unbiased response pattern. Only the test for
the Lexical group was significant t(20) = −2.16, p < 0.05,
indicating that participants in the Lexical condition were biased
to respond Old, while the Indexical condition subjects showed
no significant bias.

4. Discussion
The results of the accuracy and d’ data indicate that listeners
are better at recognizing voices as either Old or New when in-
structed to rate the regional affiliation of the voice than when
asked to attend to the lexical content. These conditions pre-
sented listeners with a different task at exposure, but gave the
same exercise at test. As such, these data suggest that the na-
ture of the attention given to spoken language affects what is
encoded, supporting the results of [29].

The fact that listeners in the Lexical Condition were above
chance in the voice recognition memory task demonstrates that
talker-specific information is accessible, even when not explic-
itly attended to, for subsequent decisions, supporting classic
work like [12]. [12] argue that indexical voice-specific informa-
tion is encoded automatically and not strategically. While our
data cannot adjudicate the automaticity claim, these data and
those of [29] do suggest that while strategy may be an overly
agentive term, sensitivity to talker-specific information is af-
fected by the task undertaken during exposure. As noted in the
Introduction, indexical information is inherently fundamental
to spoken language processing as it serves (at least) two crucial
roles in linguistic decision-making. Listeners need indexical in-
formation to calibrate decisions related to inherent and acquired
social dimensions like size, gender, age, and regional accent. It
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Figure 2: Sensitivity (d’) in the left panel and bias (c) in the
right panel violin plots for each exposure condition. For the
bias calculation, a negative value indicates a bias to respond
Old, and a positive value indicates a bias to respond New.

may be worth noting that the exposure task we had pushed on
social relevance, given the nature of the assigned task.

These results demonstrate that auditory exposure to items
does not guarantee equivalent performance at test. Listeners at-
tending to indexical information performed better at the voice
recall test. Two explanations present themselves. More pho-
netic detail may be encoded when attending to an indexical sig-
nal than when listeners are tasked with attending to predictable
linguistic content. This increase in encoded detail means that
at test listeners who attended to the indexical information have
more phonetic detail to tap when accessing information rele-
vant to recognizing a voice as New or Old. A second possibility
is that by virtue of attending to indexical information, it is not
that listeners encoded more phonetic detail, but rather they en-
coded different information that is subsequently more useful in
the later memory voice recall task. This makes the distinction at
encoding one of quality and not one of quantity of the memory
trace.

The notion of encoding strategies is not unique. A parallel
may be found in considering the attentional set adopted by a lis-
tener. Attentional sets in speech perception have been claimed
to come in two broad types: comprehension- and perception-
oriented [42]. Comprehension-oriented or diffuse attentional
sets are in use when listeners are intent on the larger linguis-
tic or communicative message. Focused or perception-oriented
attentional sets are in use when listeners are focused on signal
properties. Different kinds of paradigms naturally elicit these
attentional sets. Tasks focused on recognition and lexical lev-
els (e.g., transcription tasks, lexical decision tasks, etc.) elicit
comprehension-oriented attentional sets, whereas paradigms
that draw attention to the speech signal (e.g., phoneme mon-
itoring, talker gender identification, etc.) engage perception-
oriented attentional sets [42, 43, 44, 45, 46]. Without explicitly
using these terms and concepts, scholars testing episodic mem-
ory in speech have often exploited attentional sets, demonstrat-
ing that directing listeners’ attention to signal-properties (e.g.,
talker gender) leads to improved performance on subsequent

talker-related tasks.

In interpreting the signal detection theoretic measures, lis-
teners are more sensitive to the difference between Old and New
voices when tasked with an indexical decision during the ex-
posure phase, having adjusted their threshold for the decision.
Listeners in the Lexical Condition were more biased to respond
Old. This suggests that listeners who engaged in an indexical
encoding strategy may have improved their ability to tell voices
apart, while those exposed to the voices in a lexically-biased
task were confusing voices together (e.g., assuming “sameness”
by assuming all voices are old and previously heard).

Research in the domain of voice memory has demonstrated
that talker-specific vocal traits – more specifically, the interac-
tion of talker and listener traits like accent familiarity – affect
voice recognition performance (e.g., [32, 47, 48]. That variation
by task affects the kind of encoding during exposure indicates
that listeners may have some amount of control in the process of
voice recall. In other words, these results indicate that listeners’
listening strategies influence the nature of phonetic memories.

5. Conclusion
Ultimately, what these results demonstrate is that by virtue of
simply being exposed to the same speech samples, listeners do
not have equivalent performance at test. In line with the ex-
planatory mechanisms of [29], we suggest that the nature of the
attention at exposure determines the encoding strategy deployed
by the listener.
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